
BigHand's integration with Worldox enables you 
to:

  Dictate in the Worldox DMS interface
  Create documents from BigHand and save 

them straight into Worldox
  Link to the associated Worldox document(s) 

from the dictation in BigHand
  Integrate with Speech Recognition
  Store documents which have been created in 

BigHand in the Worldox DMS
  Manage the documents' lifecycle in Worldox

Dictate
Record a dictation within Worldox with associated 
metadata automatically attached to the recording, 
alleviating the need to manually profile in 
BigHand.

Create
The integration between the Worldox and 
BigHand applications allows an attorney or their 
assistant to profile and create documents within 
Worldox from the BigHand dictation application.  

Link
The document is automatically attached to the 
dictation as a link, allowing an attorney to review 
the created document within BigHand as part of 
an advanced workflow if required.  

The link can also be utilized in conjunction with 
BigHand’s email notifications system, meaning 
that an attorney can receive notification of 
completion of the document and then access it in 
Worldox, all from a single email. 

Integrate with Speech Recognition
With BigHand's Speech Recognition (SR) 
module, you can dictate and have the SR engine 
automatically transcribe your dictation.

BIGHAND INTEGRATION
WITH WORLDOX DOCUMENT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMDATASHEET

Seemlessly integrate your Worldox Document Management System (DMS) with BigHand's 
digital dictation system, streamlining your document production process by using your voice, 
with no impact on your existing document management process and workflow - allowing you 
to work more efficiently and effectively.

Fully crafted and formatted Word documents can 
be created from the transcribed text at the click 
of a button, using preconfigured Word templates 
stored in BigHand.

Store
After you have finished with the document in 
BigHand,  you can select the appropriate location 
to save the document in Worldox.

Features
  Dictate within the Worldox interface
  Create documents within Worldox
  Documents stored in Worldox can be opened 

by clicking an attached link from the dictation 
itself in BigHand 

  Save documents created in BigHand in 
Worldox

  Option to integrate with Speech Recognition 
for automatic transcription of dictations

  Worldox also integrates with BigHand 
Professional, our Software as a Service (SaaS)
offering

Benefits
  Maximize productivity by using your voice to 

create documents
  Streamline your document production process
  Integrate document creation and document 

management systems without affecting your 
existing workflow 

  Perform tasks without manually switching 
from one application to the next, simplifying 
tasks and enabling you to be more efficient

  If taken with BigHand's Speech Recognition 
module, automatically create documents 
from your dictation, drastically saving time 
compared to manually typing up dictations
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